President: Alberto Laddomada.

All the Member States were present, Hungary absent but represented by Slovenia.

1. **Russian import conditions for animals and products of animal origin. (RH)**
   
   Discussed.

2. **Information from Bulgaria and Romania on the classical swine fever situation. (JPV)**
   
   Discussed.

2A. Request by Romania for a temporary derogation on the eradication and emergency vaccination plans as regards the movement of pigs for slaughter originating from small holdings and the further use of meat of those pigs. (JPV)
   
   Discussed.

3. **Information from Slovenia on the protection measures related to the outbreaks of classical swine fever in Croatia. (JPV)**
   
   Discussed.

4. **Information by the Commission on the classical swine fever situation in the EU. (JPV)**
Discussed.

4A. Report of TAIEX Mission to Croatia from 2 to 5 April 2007 regarding classical swine fever. (JPV)

Discussed.

5. Information from Italy on the Swine Vesicular Disease situation. (JPV)

Discussed.

6. Information from Italy on the African swine fever situation. (JPV)

Discussed.

7. Additional information on the health measures laid down for the trade of bee colonies. (HB)

Discussed.

8. Exchange of views on the avian influenza situation.

Discussed.


Discussed.

10. Exchange of views on the functioning of the Standing Committee on the Food Chain and Animal Health (RD)

Discussed.

10A Exchange of views on the bluetongue situation in the EU

Discussed.
10B Exchange of views on import conditions for fishery products and live bivalve molluscs from the United States of America, New Zealand, Canada and Greenland (PVG)

Discussed.

11. Exchange of views and possible opinion of the Committee on a draft Commission Decision on the evolution of animal diseases in the Community and in third countries.


Vote: in favour, Hungary represented by Slovenia.


Vote: postponed.

13. Exchange of views and possible opinion of the Committee on a draft Commission Decision on certain protection measures with regard to equidae coming from South Africa. (Doc. SANCO/10092/2007) (AEF)

Vote: postponed.


Technical agreement: in favour, Hungary represented by Slovenia.

14A. Exchange of views and possible opinion of the Committee on a draft Commission Decision laying down specific measures to be applied by Cyprus with regard to scrapie (Doc. SANCO/1006/2007) (KVD)
Vote: in favour, Hungary represented by Slovenia.


Discussed.


Discussed.


Discussed.


Discussed.


Discussed.
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